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TRANSVAC SOLUTIONS ANNOUNCES NURSING INSTITUTE FOR HEALTHCARE DESIGN (NIHD)
SPONSORSHIP
Company Backs Effort to Bring Clinical Expertise of Nurse Leaders into the Healthcare Design
Environment
Denver, CO (Nov. 12, 2015) – TransVac Solutions, the trusted leader in automated (pneumatic) waste,
recycling and soiled linen collection and transport solutions for hospitals, announces its industry
partnership with the Nursing Institute for Healthcare Design (NIHD).

“Our sponsorship of this growing organization represents our commitment to encouraging deeper
involvement and communication among clinicians and the facility planning and design community,” says
TransVac Solutions President Harry Pliskin. “NIHD is making strides in bridging nursing knowledge and
insight into the hospital planning and design space for better patient outcomes.”

TransVac will be recognized by NIHD at the upcoming Healthcare Design Conference (HCD), Nov. 15-17,
at the Gaylord National Resort & Convention Center in Washington, D.C. NIHD is an association partner
with the Healthcare Design Conference. TransVac will be exhibiting its automated waste, recycling and
soiled linen solution at HCD in booth 1629. TransVac’s system improves cleanliness, infection control,
operational efficiency and cost savings within hospitals.

--MORE--

“We are pleased that TransVac Solutions supports the mission and vision of NIHD to engage and
integrate clinical expertise into the healthcare design process,” says NIHD Executive Director Brian J.
Mandrier. “Our industry sponsors like TransVac help link key stakeholders in establishing best practices
in the planning of tomorrow’s healthcare facilities.”

About TransVac Solutions
TransVac is a Denver-based professional design and engineering company with more than 40 years of
success providing turnkey solutions for hospitals, utilizing industry-leading capabilities in LEED,
evidence-based design (EBD) and space utilization.

TransVac sets the standard for waste, recycling and soiled linen collection and transport solutions for
hospitals. The company provides proven, best practices for making hospitals cleaner, more sanitary
healing environments for patients while saving money on the collection and transport of dirty materials.
TransVac has installed systems in many of the world's leading healthcare facilities, and continues to
expand its advanced technologies into other applicable markets including hotels, airports, mixed-use
developments and large entertainment venues. Visit www.transvacsolutions.com to learn more.

About the Nursing Institute for Healthcare Design (NIHD)

The Nursing Institute for Healthcare Design (NIHD) was established in 2010 as a not-for-profit
membership organization dedicated to educating and inspiring nurses about their role in healthcare
design and construction. The organization provides tools and research, peer education and monitoring,
and connection to other members. NIHD promotes healthcare design standards, foster nurses and
healthcare professionals in all phases of the design process. The organization also promotes
collaborative and interdisciplinary education for all disciplines within the healthcare design and
construction community. Visit http://www.nursingihd.com/ for more information.
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